
Okay – I’m back! 

So, by the encouragement of many, I decided to take the exam in 2 days. I had to put more into my 

studying. Luckily my DH wanted to drive me to the exam. This allowed me to try to relax through the 

LA traffic for 1 ½ hrs. Not really working …. 

 

The Pearson Vue testing center was in a Phoenix building. I think it was the exact same one I took my 

daughter to for her EMT exam. They don’t allow anyone but the examine in there, no DHs. So Stephen 

left and I was left to stand on my own with the AVC ADN program behind me. One of the first things is 

they give you a sheet saying you can’t say anything about anything…. Making this re-cap a little hard. 

You must put everything in a locker, with nothing in your pockets. Only your drivers lic and your key to 

your locker can accompany you to your test. They check your ATT and your finger prints as well as 

palm scan. 

I was able to start early, so don’t worry about waiting around. Everyone there was extremely nice and 

professional. I think it helped a lot to help calm you down, though there were people leaving the testing 

area who did not look happy. Not a good sign! 

 

After reviewing all the restrictions for the testing, I asked the lady there if it was okay if I talk to myself 

as I figure out the questions – she thought that was funny and placed me in a corner. I wonder if they 

have psych evals going on also? 

 

Now, I am testing, so I can’t talk about this part…. Question….question….question…..you know. 

Then the computer started making all kinds of noise. I wasn’t at the min amount of questions yet. I 

assume it was evaluating me, or it REALLLY didn’t like that last answer I put down. I sat there and 

watched the computer’s lights flash for a while until I heard the nice testing lady start to make her way 

to me. I snapped out of it and continued with the last few questions. The lady turned around and left. 

Probably to place another mark on my psych sheet. 

  

You know the blue screen of death? ….     

 

Oh, someone’s at the door – be back : ) 

 


